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Abstract. Bike-sharing has developed rapidly in China, it’s not only convenient for the citizens but it 
also has quietly infiltrated into the tourism market at the same time. It has gradually become a new 
and fashionable way of travelling. In this paper, the authers analyzed the characteristics of 
bike-sharing tourism and discussed the problems and countermeasures of bike-sharing tourism. 

Introduction  
Bike-sharing is widely welcomed and has been fond of by the citizens as it solves the traffic problem 
known as the “Last Mile” in and around the city center by a low-carbon, environmental and healthy 
way. As a result, the number of the bike-sharing users is increasing rapidly. And what’s more, as a 
new and fashionable way of travelling, it’s becoming popular riding this kind of bike to travel around 
the city or the scenic spot. Bike-sharing is developing rapidly in China, and what are the 
characteristics of bike-sharing tourism? What are the problems of developing bike-sharing tourism in 
China and how to solve these problems have been discussed in the paper. 

Research Method 
With the methods of field investigation and literature analysis, the characteristics and problems of 
bike-sharing tourism in China are analyzed, and the countermeasures of developing bike-sharing 
tourism are also discussed. 

Conception and Characteristics of Bike-sharing Tourism 
The Conception of Bike-sharing Tourism 
The essence of bike-sharing tourism is bicycle tourism. Bicycle tourism refers to the tourism way of 
riding for a single day or many days from one place to another ones, and the main purpose of bicycle 
tourism is based on leisure, entertainment and vacation. From the perspective of sports tourism, 
bicycle tourism includes the related contents of both sports and tourism, so it’s a branch of sports 
tourism. According to the length of time, distance, number of people, ways and purpose of riding, 
bike-sharing tourism could be divided into the following different types. 

For example, according to length of time, it can be divided into a single day tour or a multi day tour 
and so on. According to the distance, it can be divided into long-distance travel and travel around. 
According to the number of people, it can be divided into a single person tour and a group tour. 
According to the way of cycling, there are simple cycling and riding with other means of 
transportation. According to the purpose of riding, there are leisure tours and fitness tours and so on. 

The main purposes of having a bike-sharing tourism are seeking for leisure time,having 
entertainment,spending vacations and physical exercise.There for,the main characteristics of 
bike-sharing tourism can be concluded as follows.At first,the riding distance is short and the intensity 
of riding is low.On the second,bike-sharing tourism provides alternative ways of travel.And for the 
most important,the tourists in a bike-sharing tour will have different travelling experience from a 
self-driving tour or a group tour. 
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The Characteristics of Bike-sharing Tourism 
Strengthen the Capacity of the Traffic 

Though there are well-run metro and bus transportation systems in most first-tier cities,the 
inconvenience from the bus station or the metro station to the destination is still a problem which 
known as the“last mile”tough problem.The convenient and flexible operation mode of bike-sharing 
complements the existing public traffic system,and as a result,a"point to point"transport service 
appeared. 
This kind of service meets the needs of the citizens on short trip and improves the capacity of the 
traffic.The reason why bike-sharing system has a positive significance in alleviateing the urban traffic 
congestion, such as it saving time for citizens and improving the efficiency of traffic system, it is that 
the sharing bikes are smaller than cars, so they’re easy to get across the streets and pass through the 
traffic jam quickly. 

An Environment-friendly Way of Travel 
Traffic jam,air pollution and haze weather have become common problems in cities,and one of most 
important reasons is the increasing number of vehicles in urban.According to the data from Delgado 
Corporation,travelling by bike instead of by car can reduce 200 grams of CO2 emission per kilometre. 
Although this amount is not very eye-catching,if the number of users who use the bike-sharing system 
is large,it’s function to protect the environment will be much more significant. 

The bike-sharing system can not only meets the needs of short trip from the citizens,but also it’s 
helpful to solve problems such as traffic jam and urban environment pollution From this point of 
view,the bike-sharing system corresponds to the idea of green,low carbon and environment 
protection,and it provides a new way of travelling for tourists. 

No Using Limitation 
Although the essence of bike-sharing tourism is bicycle tourism,there are still differences between 
them.As the‘sharing’characteristic of the bike-sharing,participants in the bike-sharing tourism don’t 
have to prepare for bikes and other equipments.And also,they don’t need worry about where to park 
the bike and whether the bike might be stolen as the sharing bike is everywhere.The participants in the 
bike-sharing tourism can choose to ride a sharing bike and take other transports for different periods 
during a tour,when and where to go will be limitless. 

There’re different ways to combine the sharing bike with other transports.For example,tourists can 
choose to take public transport to the scenic areas first,and then ride a sharing bike to finish the 
sightseeing.They can also ride the sharing bike for a distance and then take other transports for a 
period,and at last they can go home by the sharing bike or by public transports.Therefore,tourists will 
have a more convenient,more relaxing and more comfortable tour as they can determine or arrange 
travelling time,travelling route and ways of travelling according to their preferences or feelings. 

Rich in Experience Personally 
It brings bike-sharing tourism more advantages than traditional tourism as the characteristics such as 
slow travelling and flexible choices.Bike-sharing tourism can make tourists get close to the city more 
deeply and bike-sharing tourists will turn sightseeing into experiential tourism.Tourists will have rich 
travelling experience because they can visit the city from different angles and find the beauty or 
differences of it according to their own preferences. 

Existing Problems of Bike-sharing Tourism in China 
The Vacancy of Government Management Functions 
Though the bike-sharing programs are provided by private enterprise and not free,to a certain extent 
they are public service.The bike-sharing as a transport has a great impact on people's travel and the 
traffic situation,and the government should concentrate on the management of the access permission 
and regulate the operations. 
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For example,the standards that a bike-sharing company should acquire before launching sharing 
bikes to the city and the public parking areas should be formulated early.The guarantee of the 
service,the possible risks and measures also should be appraised. 

Confusion in Parking and Management 
For their own convenience,most users park the bikes at wrong areas and this kind of bad habit has 
encouraged some unwelcome behaviors.Because of the confusion in parking,pavements are blocked 
and traffic chaos happened. 

In addition,some selfish people hide the sharing bikes in their own homes or office buildings incase 
that when they wanna ride,they can find a bike easily. What’s more,in certain areas or at certain time 
it’s difficult to find even one bike but it’s surprising to find hundreds of bikes in another area,and the 
disorder of bike dispatching and throwing in will contribute to this phenomenon. 

The Deposit is not Easy to Withdraw 
Different from the traditional lease deposit,the lease deposit of the bike-sharing program isn’t 
one-to-one relationship but one-to-many.It means one sharing bike will be paid deposit by different 
users for many times.As a result,the deposit has some financial functions which will cause risks and 
social problems. 

There are Potential Risks of Bike-sharing Tourism 
There are no quality or safe standards for the sharing bikes,and the damage rate of bikes is relatively 
high.Figures showed that even in mo-bike,a bike-sharing operating company which claims possess 
the lowest damage rate in the industry,the damage rate is close to 10% actually. This means that if 
there is no timely maintenance,it may lead to certain security risks.And in addition,potential safety 
hazard may exist because of the heavy traffic,concentration lackness and disobeying rules during the 
riding. 

Infrastructures in Rural Areas are Backward 
At present,the greenways in rural areas around the city is not perfect and the construction plan of the 
parking location for sharing bikes in scenic area are not reasonable.In the countryside,some traffic 
signs,such as the bicycle lanes,are not clear.So the essential infrastructure conditions to develop the 
bike-sharing tourism in rural areas are still need to be improved. 

Countermeasures to the Existing Problems of Bike-sharing Tourism in China 
Consummate Systems and Normative Management 
The authorities should make relevant laws or regulations to improve the behaviors of both 
bike-sharing operating companies and users. The law must be obeyed by users and anyone who 
breaks the law must be punished.  

In order to standardize and restrict the bad behaviors of the enterprises or users and promote the 
orderly development of the bike-sharing industry, the bike-sharing riding credit system should be set 
up. Governmental department, such as police or transportation, should manage the credit system 
according to the law, and punish the illegal enterprises or users according to the relevant regulations. 

Improve Public Facilities and Create Tonditions for Bike-sharing Tourism 
To create perfect infrastructure conditions for bike-sharing tourism,the construction of greenways in 
cities and surrounding rural areas should be well finished,and reasonable plans for parking lots and 
bicycle lanes in scenic areas or spots for sharing bikes should be made. 

Strengthen the Supervision of the Deposit 
Although the amount of single deposit is a little,there are millions of users and the total amout of 
deposit is extremely large. Because the deposit is not subject to supervision,many companies, except 
for the company that ran away with the money,use the deposit for enterprise operation. 
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Through preliminarily combed,media discovered that 6 bike-sharing operating companies were 
closed and the loss of users’ deposit exceeded about 1 billion RMB according to rough statistics. 
Therefore,the deposit charged by bike-sharing operating companies should be kept in the third party 
custody account and subject to supervision,and can't be misappropriated without authorization in 
order to protect the interests of the vast number of users. 

Investigate the Potential Safety Hazard and Optimize Management 
In order to eliminate the tial safety hazard of the sharing bikes,operating companies must pay more 
attention to ensure the quality of bikes and check the bikes regularly in various ways. 

To provide users with security guarantee,operating companies should maintain the broken bikes 
timely and purchase the corresponding insurance for the bikes.To optimize management,the big data 
technology can be introduced to the scientific management of sharing bikes. For example,according 
to the proportion of the regional population,we can allocate bicycles scientifically,plan parking areas 
reasonably and deploy bicycles quickly according to the use of bicycles at different time periods. 

Protect the Ecological Environment to Achieve Sustainable Development 
The blue sky,white clouds,green hills and green water are the most important issues for tourists. A 
good ecological environment is the basis of rural tourism. It is necessary to handle the relationship 
between the utilization of resources and the protection of the ecological environment correctly,and 
establish the idea of“lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets”firmly. 

Being in line with scientific attitude and method,we should develop and utilize tourism resources in 
an orderly way,so as to truly achieve a win-win situation of tourism economic development and 
ecological environment improvement. 

Summary 
To start with,bike-sharing has been widely popularized in various cities in China for its 
convenience,environment protection,fitness and other advantages,and it has also been widely 
recognized by the public.Furthermore,bike-sharing has corresponded to the ideas of leisure,fitness 
and environment protection,and promoted the development of leisure tourism in urban and 
surrounding areas.Last but not least,bike-sharing has become a booster for the development of urban 
tourism and rural tourism as a new way,and has injected new vitality into the development of sharing 
economy. 
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